
OUTLINE OF PROJECT SELECTION CRITERIA

That's where project selection criteria come in and the PMO. proposal should outline how the project meets this criteria
and by how much.

If we take in too many projects we overload our resources, if we do not take in enough we do not utilize them
economically enough. The way you measure market share should be transparent and easily replicable, with a
defined definition and calculations that can be repeated for each project. But along with monetary benefits,
there are other benefits like customer satisfaction, increased efficiency, total company involvement; increases
workspace and much more. Rather consider them being independent of other parameters. Therefore, during
calculations of cost investment and ROI, be sure to consider the concept of discounted cash flow. Business
improvement projects may take a slightly different path to projects designed to support business growth. What
this means is that you have to be smart when applying selection criteria to projects. Project Manager:
Involving the Project Manager in the Project Selection process will help build ownership in the project and
support a successful project in the long run. Apt Time: There is always a perfect timing to initiate a project.
They best serve as Just Do It project. If the project is expensive, for example, but produces a sustainable
outcome, it can be considered an opportunity worth exploring. Additionally, PMOs finalize the selection of
projects with 2 financial instruments that maximize profitability. We do not recommend integrating those risk
values into the interest rates for any of the PV based calculations. Why is it right for your enterprise? Selection
of projects is based on: Benefits: A measure of the positive outcomes of the project. Stakeholder input should
be included at the ideas stage; consult widely as you are developing the ideas for projects as the community
will be the source of many of the best project ideas. You will therefore need a way of deciding on a priority
order and choosing a project. Project selection is about de-selection and not selected. Depending on the size of
the organisation the project sponsor is an executive manager who is also accountable for the project outcome.
Usually, we do this whole evaluation in definition or early planning phase. By apt timing, I mean both the time
to commence, and the closure as per plan. We decide in favor of the project with the shorter payback period,
and our choice would be project "Blue". Discounted Cash Flow: this method factors in the present exchange
value of currency and inflation rates while incorporating the time value of money.


